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Constellation of different factors
all come together now
• The use of (often contested) scientific evidence to legitimise decisions
for governance of societal issues is increasingly facing fundamental
questions about that evidence’s nature, quality and role.
• Recent developments have challenge scientific expertise:
– distributed knowledge production through digital & social networks,
– citizen science & extended peer review.
• Increased abuse, misuse and unreflexive / incompetent use of science
have accelerated erosion of trust in science and its institutions
• natural and social sciences are in the midst of a reproducibility crisis

Increasing need to

• systematize the critical reflection on the
nature, the role and the use of evidence
in decision making (on complex
problems)
• increase awareness of the potentials and
limits of scientific evidence
• contribute to the development of the
competency of responsible appraisal and
use of evidence

Why Most Published Research Findings
Are False (Ioannidis, 2005)
There is increasing concern that most current published research
findings are false. The probability that a research claim is true
may depend on study power and bias, the number of other
studies on the same question, and, importantly, the ratio of true to
no relationships among the relationships probed in each scientific
field. In this framework, a research finding is less likely to be
true when the studies conducted in a field are smaller; when
effect sizes are smaller; when there is a greater number and
lesser preselection of tested relationships; where there is
greater flexibility in designs, definitions, outcomes, and
analytical modes; when there is greater financial and other
interest and prejudice; and when more teams are involved
in a scientific field in chase of statistical significance.
Simulations show that for most study designs and settings, it is
more likely for a research claim to be false than true. Moreover, for
many current scientific fields, claimed research findings may often
be simply accurate measures of the prevailing bias. In this essay, I
discuss the implications of these problems for the conduct and
interpretation of research.
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124

Science for sale
on the interaction between scientific researchers and their clients

(2005)
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences,
2005
“because of … decreasing public funding of research, universities and
research institutes become too dependent on specific external
research contracts.”
Derailments occur:
“the design of research, the collection and interpretation of data are
sometimes adjusted to provide a favourable outcome for the client
and the publication of research findings is sometimes prevented,
delayed or adapted to the needs of the client. This applies to
contract research funded by governments as well as interest groups and
industry.”
http://www.knaw.nl/Content/Internet_KNAW/publicaties/pdf/20051083.pdf

http://heartland.org/

“Individual Liberty, Free Markets, and Peace”
http://www.cato.org

http://books.google.com/books?id=CrtoNFTuPwwC

Categories of
Deceitful Tactics and Abuse of the Scientific Process
source: P.H. Gleick, Pacific Institute, 2007
http://www.pacinst.org/publications/testimony/Gleick_Senate_Commerce_2-7-07.pdf

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appeal to Emotion (appeal to ridicule, fear etc)
Personal (“Ad Hominem”) Attacks
Mischaracterizations of an Argument
Inappropriate Generalization
Misuse of Facts (inadequate sample)
Misuse of Uncertainty
False Authority
Hidden Value Judgments (ideologies)
Scientific Misconduct (fabrication etc.)
Science Policy Misconduct (Packing Advisory
Boards, selective funding)

Trans science (Alvin Weinberg)
• Research Questions that can be phrased
scientifically but that in practice cannot
be answered by science.

Refs:
• Alvin Weinberg (1972) Science and trans-science, Minerva, 10, 1972, 209-222.
• Alvin Weinberg (1991) Origins of Science and Trans-Science, Citation Classics 34 S18,
• Harvey Brooks (1972) Science and Trans-Science - Letter to the Editor, Minerva 10, 484-486.

Trans Science – Alvin Weinberg
•

"Let us consider the biological effects of low-level radiation
insults to the environment, in particular the genetic effects
of low levels of radiation on mice. Experiments performed at
high radiation levels show that the dose required to double the
spontaneous mutation rate in mice is 30 roentgens of X-rays.
Thus, if the genetic response ,to X-radiation is linear, then a dose
of 150 millirems would increase the spontaneous mutation rate in
mice by 0.5%. This is a matter of importance to public policy
since the various standard-setting bodies had decided that a
yearly dose of about 150 millirems (actually 170 millirems) to a
suitably chosen segment of the population was acceptable. Now,
to determine at the 95 per cent. confidence level by a direct
experiment whether 150 millirems will increase .the mutation
rate by 0.5% requires about 8,000,000,000 mice! Of course
this number falls if one reduces the confidence level; at 60 per
cent. confidence level, the number is 195,000,000. Nevertheless,
the number is so staggeringly large that, as a practical
matter, the question is unanswerable by direct scientific
investigation."
Alvin Weinberg (1972) Science and trans-science, Minerva, 10, 209-222.

Energy modelling 1980s

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v312/n5996/pdf/312691a0.pdf
https://proxy.reeds.uvsq.fr/galleries/broceliande7/node/986/1584/grain

Uncertainty in knowledge
based society: the problems
1984 Keepin & Wynne:

“Despite the appearance of analytical
rigour, IIASA’s widely acclaimed global
energy projections are highly unstable
and based on informal guesswork. This
results from inadequate peer review
and quality control, raising questions
about political bias in scientific
analysis.”
Keepin and Wynne, 1984, Nature, 312, p. 691-695.
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v312/n5996/pdf/312691a0.pdf

Complex - uncertain - risks
Typical characteristics (Funtowicz & Ravetz):
• Decisions will need to be made before conclusive
scientific evidence is available;
• Potential impacts of ‘wrong’ decisions can be huge
• Values in dispute
• Knowledge base characterized by large (partly
irreducible, largely unquantifiable) uncertainties,
multi-causality, knowledge gaps, and imperfect
understanding;
• More research ≠ less uncertainty; unforeseen
complexities!
• Assessment dominated by models, scenarios,
assumptions, extrapolations
• Many (hidden) value loadings reside in problem frames,
indicators chosen, assumptions made

Illustrative example

Protecting a strategic fresh-water resource
under the Water Supply Act Denmark
Case:
– Important aquifer west of Copenhagen
– groundwater abstraction 12 million m3/year
– Copenhagen County had to prepare an
action plan for protection of groundwater
against pollution
– Scientist were asked to assess aquifer’s
vulnerability to pollution in a 175 km2 area

A practical problem:
Protecting a strategic
fresh-water resource

5 scientists addressed
same question:
“which parts of this area
are most vulnerable to
nitrate pollution and
need to be protected?”

(Refsgaard, Van der Sluijs et al,
2006)

3 framings of uncertainty

'deficit view'

• Uncertainty is provisional
• Reduce uncertainty, make ever more complex models
• Tools: quantification, Monte Carlo, Bayesian belief networks
– Speaking truth to power

'evidence evaluation view'

• Comparative evaluations of research results
• Tools: Scientific consensus building; multi disciplinary expert panels
• focus on robust findings
– Speaking [consensus] to power

'complex systems view / post-normal view'
• Uncertainty is intrinsic to complex systems
• Openly deal with deeper dimensions of uncertainty
• Tools: Knowledge Quality Assessment
– Working deliberatively within imperfections

How to act upon such uncertainty?

• Bayesian approach: 5 priors. Average and
update likelihood of each grid-cell being red with
data (but oooops, there is no data and we need
decisions now)
• IPCC approach: Lock the 5 consultants up in a
room and don’t release them before they have
consensus
• Nihilist approach: Dump the science and decide
on an other basis
• Precautionary robustness approach: protect all
grid-cells
• Academic bureaucrat approach: Weigh by
citation index (or H-index) of consultant.
• Select the consultant that you trust most
• Real life approach: Select the consultant that
best fits your policy agenda
• Post normal: explore the relevance of our
ignorance: working deliberatively within
imperfections

(IPCC AR1 Policy Makers Summary, 1990)

http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/far/wg_I/ipcc_far_wg_I_spm.pdf

Former chairman IPCC on objective to
reduce climate uncertainties:
• "We cannot be certain that this can be

achieved easily and we do know it will take
time. Since a fundamentally chaotic climate
system is predictable only to a certain degree,
our research achievements will always remain
uncertain. Exploring the significance and
characteristics of this uncertainty is a
fundamental challenge to the scientific
community." (Bolin, 1994)
[Prof. Bert Bolin,
15 March 1925 – 30 December 2007]

Bolin B (1994) Ambio 23 (1) 25-29

26 years after “we are confident that the uncertainties can be reduced…”

Evolution of knowledge on Climate Sensitivity over past 35 years
Assessment
report

Range of GCM
results (°C)

Concluded
Range (°C)

Concluded best
guess (°C)

NAS 1979

2-3.5

1.5-4.5

3

NAS 1983

2-3.5

1.5-4.5

3

Villach 1985

1.5-5.5

1.5-4.5

3

IPCC AR1 1990

1.9-5.2

1.5-4.5

2.5

IPCC AR2 1995

MME

1.5-4.5

2.5

IPCC AR3 2001

MME

1.5-4.5

Not given

IPCC AR4 2007

MME

2.5-4.5

3

IPCC AR5 2013

MME (0.5-9)

1.5-4.5*

Not given

*"Likely"

(17-83%) range. Prior to AR4 ranges were not clearly defined.
MME = Multi Model Ensemble
(Van der Sluijs e.a. 1998, updated 2014)
http://sss.sagepub.com/content/28/2/291.short

IPCC AR5 Chapter 12
Probability density functions,
distributions and ranges for
equilibrium climate sensitivity
Grey shaded range:
likely 1.5°C to 4.5°C range
Grey solid line:
extremely unlikely less than 1°C
Grey dashed line:
very unlikely greater than 6°C.

http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/report/WG1AR5_Chapter12_FINAL.pdf

Pilkey & Pilkey, 2007 book

US-DOE’s Total System Performance
Assessment, TSPA Model pyramid

Yucca Mountain: bizarre mismatch
Regulatory standard implied need for scientific
certainty for up to one million years
• State of knowledge
– limitations of a quantitative modeling approach

(US-DOE’s Total System Performance Assessment, TSPA)

– radical uncertainty and ignorance
– uncontrolled conditions of very long term unknown and
indeterminate future.

Ignorance:
Percolation flux: TSPA model assumed 0.5 mm per year
(expert guess)
Elevated levels of Chlorine-36 isotope in faults
uncovered by tunnel boring: percolation flux > 3000
mm per year over the past 50 yr...

Scandal at the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency

RIVM / De Kwaadsteniet (1999)
“RIVM over-exact prognoses based on virtual
reality of computer models”
Newspaper headlines:
• Environmental institute lies and deceits
• Fuss in parliament after criticism on
environmental numbers
• The bankruptcy of the environmental numbers
• Society has a right on fair information, RIVM
does not provide it

Insights on uncertainty
• More research tends to increase uncertainty

– reveals unforeseen complexities
– Complex systems exhibit irreducible uncertainty (intrinsic
or practically)

• Omitting uncertainty management can lead to
scandals, crisis and loss of trust in science and
institutions
• In many complex problems unquantifiable
uncertainties dominate the quantifiable uncertainty
• High quality ≠ low uncertainty
• Quality relates to fitness for function
(robustness, PP)
• Shift in focus needed from reducing uncertainty
towards reflective methods to explicitly cope with
uncertainty and quality

Weiss 2003/2006 evidence scale
10. Virtually certain
9. Beyond a reasonable doubt
8. Clear and convincing Evidence
7. Clear showing
6. Substantial and credible evidence
5. Preponderance of the Evidence
4. Clear indication
3. Probable cause: reasonable grounds for belief
2. Reasonable, articulable grounds for suspicion
1. Hunch
0. No suspicion

Even where there is agreement on “level of evidence”, there usually is substantial
societal disagreement on what level of intervention is justified.
Level of
Evidence

Attitudes according
to Weiss 2003:
1. Environmental
absolutist
2. Cautious
environmentalist
3. Environmental
centrist
4. Technological
optimist
5. Scientific
absolutist

Clark & Majone 1985

Critical Appraisal of Scientific
Inquiries with Policy Implications
1. Criticism by whom?
Critical roles
• Scientist
• Peer group
• Program Manager or Sponsor
• Policy maker
• Public interests groups

Clark & Majone 1985

Criticism of what?
Critical modes:
• Input

– data; methods, people, competence,
(im)matureness of field

• Output

– problem solved? hypothesis tested?

• Process

– good scientific practice, procedures for
review, documenting etc.

(Clark & Majone, 1985)

Funtowicz and Ravetz, Science for the Post
Normal age, Futures, 1993

The alternative model: PNS

Extended participation:

working deliberatively within imperfections
• Science is only one part of relevant evidence
• Critical dialogue on strength and relevance of
evidence
• Interpretation of evidence and attribution of
policy meaning to knowledge is democratized
• Tools for Knowledge Quality Assessment
empower all stakeholders to engage in
this deliberative process
(Funtowicz, 2006; Funtowicz & Strand, 2007)

Elements of Post Normal Science
• Appropriate management of uncertainty
quality and value-ladenness
• Plurality of commitments and
perspectives
• Internal extension of peer community
(involvement of other disciplines)

• External extension of peer community

(involvement of stakeholders in environmental
assessment & quality control)

Crowdsourcing quality control
2013 Experiment by
NL government
AR5 WGII review of
SOD crowdsourced to
90 PhD Students
from 43 countries
3,155 comments
received, 1,407
included in
government review
Van de Veer ea, 2014

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s10584-014-1145-9

NL Environmental Assessment Agency (RIVM/MNP) Guidance:
Systematic reflection on uncertainty & quality in:

PNS at PBL:

Tools & checklists for
Knowledge Quality Assessment

SCIENCE VOL 316 13 APRIL 2007
“Today, eight years on from the Dutch
scandal, no one makes more strenuous
efforts than does the Netherlands’ RIVM
to accommodate and cope with the
uncertainties of environmental data and
models, hence to achieve the greatest
possible quality in generating
environmental foresight.”
(Bruce Beck)

Uncertainty is
more than a number
Dimensions of uncertainty:
• Technical (inexactness)
• Methodological (unreliability)
• Epistemological (ignorance)
• Societal (limited social robustness)

NUSAP: Qualified Quantities
Classic scientific notational system:
• Numeral Unit Spread
For problems in the post-normal domain, add two
qualifiers:
• Assessment & Pedigree
“Assessment” expresses expert judgement on
reliability of numeral + spread
“Pedigree” expresses multi-criteria evaluation of the
strength of a number by looking at:
• Background history by which the number was produced
• Underpinning and scientific status of the number

Example Pedigree matrix parameter strength
Code Proxy

Empirical

Theoretical basis Method

Validation

4

Exact
measure

Large sample
direct mmts

Well established Best available
theory
practice

3

Good fit or
measure

Small sample
direct mmts

Accepted theory
partial in nature

2

Well
correlated

1

Weak
correlation

Modeled/derived Partial theory
data
limited
consensus on
reliability
Educated guesses Preliminary
/ rule of thumb
theory
est

Compared with
indep. mmts of
same variable
Compared with
indep. mmts of
closely related
variable
Compared with
mmts not
independent

0

Not clearly Crude
related
speculation

Crude
speculation

Reliable method
commonly
accepted
Acceptable
method limited
consensus on
reliability
Preliminary
methods
unknown
reliability
No discernible
rigour

Weak / indirect
validation

No validation

Example: Air Quality

New way of looking at
scientific controversies
“By shining light on its
dynamics from 3 different
perspectives (discourse
analysis, evidence
characterization, institutional
analysis) it seeks to reveal
how 3 key factors (deep
uncertainties; societal
discourses; institutional
practices) co-shape one
another to produce the typical
patterns that can be observed
in scientific controversies.”

Van der Sluijs, 2014

CRISPR CAS9

CRISPR CAS9

the novel genome editing technology
• CRISPR = Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats
• CAS9 = enzyme: CRISPR-associated protein-9 nuclease that can cut
DNA, guidance RNA tells CAS9 where to cut.
• 1987: CRISPR patterns discovered in bacteria.
• 2007: Function understood: Natural defense mechanism of bacteria
against viruses.
• June 2012: proof of concept as tool for genome editing
• Jan 2013: used on mouse and human cells
• March 2015: report of first CRISPR gene drive
• (Gene drive is the practice of stimulating biased inheritance of particular
genes to alter entire populations.)
• February 2016: Norwegian team succeeded in sterile Salmon (for fish
farming)
• Now: Very widely applied as new tool for precision genome editing
• + Rapid emergence of new variants.

# articles in Scopus "CRISPR Cas9"
until 19 Aug 2016

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2011
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2016

Why is it so popular
• Universal: Applicable to all species
• Cheap: Less than 500 Euro
• Fast: you can do in very short time what was
a 4 yr PhD project with the previous genome
editing tools
• Precise: can recognise sequence of as little as
20 base pairs
• Online tools: to design target sequence,
order guide RNA that matches.
https://innovativegenomics.org/blog/how-tomake-a-guide-rna-for-cas9/
• Easy to use: BSc level biology lab skill are
enough, suitable for DIY/garage biologists

Promises / potential applications
• Cure genetic diseases
• make crops resistant to diseases
• make bees resistant to mites
• produce chemicals
(drugs, insulin)
• de-extinction
• vector control
(malaria, zika)
• salmon farming
(sterile salmon)
• improving pets
e.g. micro pigs
• disease models
• Etc.
http://www.nature.com/news/welcome-to-the-crispr-zoo-1.19537

April 2015

A Tale of Do-It-Yourself Gene Therapy
“Elizabeth Parrish, the 44-year-old CEO of a
biotechnology startup called BioViva, says she
underwent a gene therapy at an undisclosed
location overseas last month, a first step in what
she says is a plan to develop treatments for
ravages of old age like Alzheimer’s and muscle
loss. “I am patient zero,” she declared during a
Q&A on the website Reddit on Sunday. “I have
aging as a disease.””
(Regalado, 2015)

Risk Society
(Ulrich Beck, 1995)
• Failure of the industrial society to manage
the risks it has manufactured
• Disasters such as BSE, Tsjernobyl, etc.
are presented as unique events, while in
fact they are intrinsic products of the way
we have organised our modern industrial
society
• Focus of societal conflict shifts from
‘distrubution of goods’ to ‘distribution of
bads’

Risk Society - continued
• “Unhoped failure” vs “Normal accidents”
• Largest risk is not physical explosiveness of
technology by “societal explosiveness”: loss
of trust in institutions
• Who is responsible for uncontrollability of
developments? Organised irresponsibility
• Symbolic policy to create the (false)
expression that risks are under control
• More and more key decisions on
technological development are made in
the laboratory; the societal debate lags
behind.

Jennifer Doudna, a CRISPR pioneer at the
University of California, Berkeley, quoted in
Nature:
“But Doudna has begun to have more serious concerns
about safety. Her worries began at a meeting in 2014,
when she saw a postdoc present work in which a virus
was engineered to carry the CRISPR components into
mice. The mice breathed in the virus, allowing the
CRISPR system to engineer mutations and create a
model for human lung cancer. Doudna got a chill; a
minor mistake in the design of the guide RNA
could result in a CRISPR that worked in human
lungs as well. “It seemed incredibly scary that you
might have students who were working with such a
thing,” she says. “It's important for people to
appreciate what this technology can do.”

“These enzymes will cut in places other
than the places you have designed
them to cut, and that has lots of
implications,” says Haber. “If you're
going to replace somebody's sickle-cell
gene in a stem cell, you're going to be
asked, 'Well, what other damage
might you have done at other sites
in the genome?'”
James Haber, Brandeis University in
Waltham, Massachusetts.

Rule of thumb for acceptability
of risks (Vlek &Stallen, 1981)
1. Expected benefits should be big
enough
2. Worst case scenario should not be
too catastrophic
3. The activity should be (perceived) to
be controlable

7 pillars for risk
acceptance
(Otten & Vlek, 1989; 1-3: ICRP)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Usefulness and necessity should be clear
2. Minimise probability of negative impacts
(ALARA)
3. Set norms for acceptable risk level
4. Optimize freedom of choice
5. (Perception of) sufficient controllability
6. Activity is understandable and transparent
7. No incidents, no baseless reassurance of the
public

Some ethical issues raised by CRISPR CAS9
• Balance of risks and benefits
- off-target mutations relatively high in human cells
• Ecological disruption
- accidental or intentional release in the environment of
experimental organisms
• Application of CRISPR/Cas9 technique to human germline
• Genome editing for human enhancement
• Regulations, legal aspects
• Human germline engineering - only for the rich?
• Will designer babies change our view of the value of human
life? do children become more like commodities than
precious gifts?
• In the germline, off-target effects might persist for
generations and could lead to long-term changes in the
genome. (Gang Bao)

Even where there is agreement on “level of evidence”, there usually is substantial
societal disagreement on what level of intervention is justified.
Level of
Evidence

Attitudes according
to Weiss 2003:
1. Environmental
absolutist
2. Cautious
environmentalist
3. Environmental
centrist
4. Technological
optimist
5. Scientific
absolutist

Further reading:
Science on the Verge
http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/science-on-the-verge
Exploring the quality of evidence for complex and contested policy
decisions
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/3/2/024008/meta
Uncertainty Communication: Issues and good practice
http://www.nusap.net/downloads/reports/uncertainty_communication.pdf
Scientific Uncertainty and Science-Based Precaution:
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1024847807590
Quality in environmental science for policy: Assessing uncertainty as a
component of policy analysis
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1462901111000128
Open access online course in Knowledge Quality Assessment (with more
refs):
https://proxy.eplanete.net/galleries/broceliande7/node/1584/1584/pathway
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